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OUR CONVICTIONS

The “Casa” is meant to be a 
place for comfort of heart and 
mind 

Educating children and 
parents generates hope again

School from earliest age helps 
out of precariousness

Parents, whatever, to be kept 
involved in their children’s 
education

Making daily life better makes 
the family stronger

Since 1999, the VALENTINA Association has been active in Romania to raise out of 
misery children of most disadvantaged families.
Duly licensed by the social services since 2006, it has established a professional 
long-term cooperation with the schools of Bucharest’ Ferentari district.
  

Our mission:
It is to prevent by all means children in distress or precarious life from giving up 
school: that is securing an environment appropriate to study and figure out their 
vocation.

MISSION
CONVICTIONS
KEY FIGURES
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KEY-FIGURES:
Monitoring 100 children, from 75 families 

TO FEED      
13 000 meals a year 

TO CURE  
180 check-ups
10 children followed up for speech disorders

TO PROTECT   
6 sessions for prevention (sexuality, drugs) 

TO EDUCATE    
60 children registered in the kindergarten programme    
42 children registered in the “after-school” programme

TO ORIENTATE
Vocational proposals for 10 teenagers

TO HELP FAMILIES
100 food baskets for Christmas    
200 hygiene kits                                                                                                                                                                       
10 distributions of clothes and furniture
2 washing-machines on free use in the Casa
200 days-training, for various jobs

ACHIEVEMENTS

100 % of the kindergarten programme, year after year, 
have registered in primary school (level 0) 

95 % of the children attending the day-centre make it 
each year for the next level

4 teenagers are currently registered in professional 
schools (colleges) 

90 % of mothers who have been offered a training have 
got a job
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VALENTINA celebrates 20 years of existence

Our predecessors at VALENTINA were among them: in 2019, 
20 years after the official start of VALENTINA Association, we 
have felt timely to thank and praise the founders and pioneers 
of this remarkable adventure…

In this Thursday 26th of September 2019, the superb premises 
of the Romanian Embassy in Paris were fit to the event. Many 
volunteers of the past 20 years could show up and bear witness. 

Some 200 persons in attendance have mixed up pleasing 
experiences: that of meeting old acquaintances with whom 
they shared efforts to give hope to those children, that of 
gasping at the magnificent setup of a Parisian mansion, that 
of tuning their ears to live Romanian sonorities of yesterday 
and today, that of rediscovering the many strong links between 
Romania and France.

We, first of all, owe this beautiful evening to HE Mr Luca 
NICULESCU, the Ambassador of Romania, whose spontaneous 
acceptance of hosting this event and warmth of his welcoming 
speech and compliments to the association did move us. Then, 
nothing better than music to share emotions beyond the lingual 
constraints. We have been charmed by the talented French-
Romanian couple, Christophe and Dana GIOVANNINETTI, 
respectively solo-violonist and pianist; they have interpreted 
notably a very pretty unedited sonata of the French-Romanian 
composer Cécile LAURU-PALEOLOGUE.

Then we went to another musical register thanks to Medeea 
MARINESCU and Emy DRAGOI. How lucky our association in 
Romania is indeed to have Medeea as godmother! In French, 
that she speaks well, Medeea revealed herself not only an 
actress and artist but also a hearted woman at the service of 
her country. The duet Medeea & Emy (a “king” accordeonist 
and jazzman) did sing and play a series of romantic or frenzied 
songs, which enchanted the audience. 

In 1995, a lot of French men and women, together with Romanian partners, have united their 
strengthes and convictions to come to grips with the miserable state that then prevailed in 
numerous orphanages and hospitals in Romania. 

FOREWORD
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A wonderful mix of free willingness and technical talents has produced a video, first screened on 
that evening, putting together memories from VALENTINA’s initial founders Olivier de KERVANOAEL 
and Elizabeth de LA PALME (the latter passed away in 2017 but still present thanks to her children), 
and several moving testimonies from other actors during these 20 years. Many faces seen in the 
video could even come live, on the stage, for a milestone “family” photograph.

Then came, in the drawing rooms of the embassy, a convivial time for old friends to meet anew 
and new volunteers to get acquainted; all being determined to give VALENTINA the strength and 
the means to keep on performing.

We thank the directors and the volunteers of VALENTINA for their time and material help and 
we thank all for their kind attendance. Now the lights are off but the action carries on, here and 
overthere. The Casa Valentina is alive and well! The children there are waiting for us:  for our help 
to grow up,  through education, care, love and tenderness, to fight the misery that is still at their 
door.

Xavier de Carmantrand & Martial de Bienassis, vice-presidents

See the video « Valentina 20 ans »  on YouTube
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THE PROGRAMMES

For the beneficiaries and their families, their living conditions are a big obstacle to a normal 
progress in school.

The children and their families live in the poorest part of Bucharest, the Ferentari district on South–
west of the town. The decline there started in 1989 and has accelerated since 2000.

The families dwell either in dilapidated blocks marked by insecurity and un-healthiness, or in ruined 
houses where they will occupy one room not even always served with electricity or running water. 
A gas stove makes do for a kitchen and the tap, if any, for the toilet corner.

Such conditions of life are not in favour of proper schooling. It is hard to do the homework “at 
home” and most parents do not have enough education to help along the children.

For these people whom poverty makes so fragile, the risk of giving up school is high. Of course, 
the children are the main victims.

The home “Casa Valentina”, located on the edge of Ferentari, opened its doors in 2006 to welcome 
the children of underprivileged families. It is a day-centre as well as an “after-school” place; the 
children are not separated from their families, with whom the educating team keeps in touch.
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Pre-school programme: for the 3 to 6 years’ old

A child is more likely to succeed in primary school if he has been earlier on  exposed to 
forms of social contacts; that is why the families are encouraged (beyond their objections) 
to register their 3 to 6 years’ old ones in any of the several public kindergartens (Gradinita) 
of the district.

Families are screened by our social workers on the basis of their real resources and their 
commitment to remain involved in their children’s education. 

• the VALENTINA association bears the cost of meals (at the kindergarten canteen) and 
school supplies that the parents cannot afford 
• it helps preparing the application files and monitors regularly school attendance and 
behaviour, in close contact with the school staff
• the social worker keeps the contact with the families to advise on education and promote 
the objectives of the school
• a side aspect is that, when the child goes to school, this gives more freedom to the parent 
or tutor to find a job and earn some money

In short:

60 children aged 3 to 6 
 
Cooperation with 
10 kindergartens in 
the district 

24 children 
newly registered 
in September 2019

22 children out to register 
in Level 0 (primary)

7 200 meals paid

60 schoolbags distributed 
at the beginning of the year

Back to school 
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After-school programme for the 7 to 18 years’ old

From Level 0 (Preparatory level), children go to school 
by half-days. Hence the other half-day is supposedly 
dedicated to home work (for which some pupils 
attend paying “after-school”).

In Casa Valentina, we welcome children of destitute 
families, showing a poor performance in school, at 
risk of giving up; in the centre, they benefit of:
• A warm meal daily from Monday to Friday
•  Help for the homework and more thorough monitoring 
by educationists who control the attendance at 
school and the performance, meet the families and 
the school in case of difficulties
• Educational, cultural and extra-scholar activities 
developing creativity and less academic disciplines 
•  Psychological support  
•  Courses in foreign languages 
•  Support for speech troubles  
•   Sport activities, including possible club membership, 
channelling energy and offering solutions to 
behavioural troubles
• A summer –camp: a regular success for years 
allowing sport challenges, teamwork and mind-
opening 
• Christmas: a high-spirited season for the families 
and the children 

It is: 
42 children in 13 different schools and colleges
95 % of whom went up to the higher level in September 
2019
4 could eventually catch up at end of school year; 1 
to double
7 newcomers joining the programme this year
10 children under extra care for speech troubles
5 785 meals served
42 school kits distributed

Visit to the book fair GAUDEAMUS 
(“let us rejoice”)

Visit to the National Museum 
of Romanian Arts

Summer camp at BUZAU 
“I am a champion!”

5785 repas distribués  
42 kits scolaires 
Quelques temps forts 
d’activités extra scolaires  

Sortie au salon du livre 
GAUDEAMUS  

    

Visite du MNAR Bucarest 

 

                                                                      

Camp d’été à Buzau : 
« I’am a champion » 

   12
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It is: 
64 dental visits
32 eyes visits, 15 ending up with glasses
8 mothers have been provided dental treatment
40 heart check-ups 

Health & Prevention programme: educating parents to prevent and heal

The Romanian health system is free for all children up to 18 years … but the initiative is up to 
parents, which many ignore.

Since 2017, VALENTINA has arranged for ophtalmic and dental consultations for all children. After 
checkup, they have been treated when appropriate. Each year, the process is repeated for the 
newcomers and those in need.
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A strong action for education to health in partnership with SECS
 (Society for Sexual and Contraceptive Education)

This VALENTINA-SECS cooperation is aimed at the teenagers and their parents; it has been 
named “my body, my rights”.

SECS professionals know the need to educate people in vulnerable communities on the themes 
of sexuality and contraception; they invite the teenagers of the day-centre and their parents to 
express their opinions and to consider changes in behaviour when felt necessary. 

The project should help these youngsters to clarify issues related to the choices they meet and 
their consequences, and help their parents communicating with them away of risky behaviours 
(early pregnancies among others).

This project consists of information and advice on hygiene and sexuality, and legal considerations 
regarding their person. 

The young, by age groups, are being given the opportunity to think over their capacity of deciding 
by themselves and to ask for advice when facing complex situations.

To make this action visible and lasting, 5 persons from the association and the community of 
parents went through a training on how to relay the messages and other informative material 
prepared to this use.

In particular, mothers and their daughters have been informed of what their district’s existing 
Family Planning unit may offer.
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Vocational programme: from misery … to a job

In this programme, the ambition is to help the teenagers linked to the Casa discover what is 
professional work.

Adolescence is a complex period: there are several reasons for which the young people feel less 
keen to attend the day-centre:
- they have more workload at school, which forbids visiting the centre daily
- they feel little motivation to meet the younger children 
- they distance themselves from constraints and authority 

This period of relative laxity may be critical for them, when other temptations come from the street 
and its seemingly easy money. 

To ward off this context, we have set up to get these young people opening their minds and 
projecting themselves in a professional future, i.e. asking themselves what for a job they would like 
eventually. It is about having them discover many possible jobs, what a professional environment 
looks like, and the means to pull themselves up.

We have also adjusted the rules regarding their attendance to the day-centre so that they can 
benefit of pedagogical support as and when they need it.

The above-said actions are meant to be: 

Inspiring: by way of interactive exchanges between the young and professionals, a representative 
of a sector comes to the Casa  and talks about his professional course (examples: IBM, Oracle, or 
Telus- call centres). 

Impressing: visiting firms, and for some, their training centre, gives the opportunity of a direct 
exchange with professionals or young trainees in their environment (12 teenagers took part to 
visits to IPSO Vocational Centre, EUROMASTER, and a furniture factory).

Arousing: in the form of workshops where the young people are invited to practice (e.g.  the CORA 
bakery or cooking with a Chef).

Benevolent: the programme “Vis ma vie!”, i.e “this is my life… at work” shows how it goes in the 
firm, under the kind lead of an elder. It has been developed by VALENTINA and its partners for 
the youngsters. In practice, a member of the firm’s staff volunteers to welcome one Valentina 
teenager and talk him through one full workday. 

There are 3 objectives:
-   triggering youth’s inspiration and envy to join the working society
-   identifying his (her) own proficiencies and interest
-   getting working staff members to explain and promote their own relationship to work 
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5 teenagers in immersion in the companies AS24, Renault and 
Restaurant l’ATELER.

Trainer: 5 students included in the program dual ( professional training )
 for trade sector, and hotel / restaurant

IPSO training center visit 26/06/2019
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Programme “Help for the parents”: various facets

The sewing workshop MIA “Mama In actione”: 

It has been closed in 2019! Its objective was to let mothers of children attending the day-centre 
learn sewing; it has been reached since, in the course of 10 years, several of them have become 
capable of producing many sorts of clothes and other items for various buyers, next to getting 
accustomed to a different environment than their confined district.

Sewing has many social merits but many changes have cropped up: less women interested, less 
motivation, more constraining norms (social charges, security of premises, quality, etc). Despite 
sales developing well thanks to sustained efforts by many volunteers, the workshop remained 
structurally in financial deficit.

The activity has stopped in July 2019. All due procedures have been respected and all willing 
employees (ex-trainees) have found a new job.

At the Association, one would like to redefine an activity in social and solidarity economy that is 
attractive to the parents of the children in the day-centre, yet clearly beneficial to the latter.

There are other forms of help to the parents, which should result either in their better image to their 
children’s eyes or in improved housing conditions. Few vocational trainings could be proposed 
this year, for lack of financing from an NGO present in Romania, which is fortunately expected to 
resume in 2020. However donations in kind for use in housing have still taken place.

Second chance school

This is aimed at parents or elder 
brothers/ sisters motivated to re-start 
studying: 3 persons took advantage of 
this in 2019.

Other donations include

second-hand clothing or furniture, food-
baskets at year end and hygiene kits.  
Medical emergencies have also been 
paid for to 7 parents. 

Donation January 15, 2019 to Casa Valentina
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OUR PARTNERS

Institutional

General Directorate of Social Assistance and Child Protection 
District 5 - DGASPC

Social services inspection for the issue of our operating license

Municipal directe-orate of social services 
Kindergartens nr 245, 244,34,53, 144,168,178,54

Schools Principesa Margareta, Rut, 188, 147,2,148,144,136,134,135

High schools Vilor, industrial alimentary Dumitru Motoc

French Embassy in Romania, French Institute of Bucharest

French Valentina association - mother association which started 
in Romania with humanitarian actions en 1000 and which 
supports us in the financing and the programs implementation 

CCIFER - French Chamber of Commerce and Industry

POLARIS school - special educator - 1 volunteer 

FONPC - Federation of Nongovernmental Organizations to protect 
Child 

Bucharest social assistance University   

Operative partners in education

Dental clinic Strungareata Bucharest

Cardiology clinic Clinica Proxima

Oftalmological clinics

Social polyclinic Regina Maria

SECS - sexual health prevention 

Engie - environmental prevention campaign

Mama PAN - food donation 
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OUR PROJECTS FOR THE NEAR FUTURE

Database on  VALENTINA’s former beneficiaries
Where are they now?  

In 14 years’ history, VALENTINA has helped more than 500 children 
aged 3 to 18. They got our support for one year or several more, 
depending of their family and progress at school.

Today, some are young adults and sometimes parents. Through 
the social networks, VALENTINA’s team happens to receive 
testimonies or memories of the good times at the Casa. This is the 
fruit of the work of the educational team. It may be that this work 
is not highly valued on short term, to judge from some children’s 
seemingly disgressive behaviour, yet what the children have 
received at Valentina is sort of memorised somehow and lights up 
at later stages of their existence.

We rest assured of the usefulness of our work but it will help and 
be a comfort to trace back Valentina’s beneficiaries and what they 
have become.  

Taking advantage of our archives and of the presence on site 
of our social workers and the trainees of the High School for 
Social Sciences, we will collect all available information. This 
will be entered into a database and allow statistics which will be 
appreciated by our supporting partners.

Monitoring tool of the current beneficiaries

Aside of the confidential files that the Association has used to keep 
on all beneficiaries, a (simple) global tool is currently developed to 
have an overall multi-angles view for easy report to the directors 
and the executive team.

Promotional video: this should be part of our 
communication strategy 

The players will of course be the children and the educating team. 
We look forward for a student (bachelor) to help for the making in 
2020
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VALENTINA’S STAFF

BOARD OF
ADMINISTRATION

THE EXECUTIVE
TEAM

Dana Lelutiu 
AS24

Véronique 
Destailleur 

Crina Popescu
Pedagog

Laura Patru
Ass social
pedagog

Alice
Weck

Xavier de 
Carmantrand 

Vice President

Martial de 
Bienassis

Vice President

Anne-Marie 
Gestin 

Sophie Bray
Volunteer

Daniela 
Apolozan   

Docprocess

Gabriela 
Gheorghe
Director

Carmen Popa 
Psychologist

Jemina Greco
Ass social 
pedagog
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BUCAR’HELP 

French association of IESEG students 
who each year help educate French 
schoolchildren about Romanian culture 
and create exchanges between Valentina’s 
children and schoolchildren in Lille. Their 
project ends with a student visit to the 
day center, around which they organize 
challenges with the children. A joyful day 
around Franco-Romanian diversity and 
culture.

Student from school specialized educator of France, Polaris:
1 school intern for 3 months 

Students from the French school Ana de Noailles:
Valentina welcomed 3 students from the French lycée for their discovery internship. For a week, 
they helped with the operation of the casa, with the children and in daily logistics.
The school also gave us the opportunity to present actions to high school and college students to 
provoke civic initiatives. 

A big THANK YOU to all the volunteers who interact regularly or spontaneously for the benefit of 
children, in a private or institutional frame. 

International communities
More than 20 international volunteers are involved 
throughout the year with children in recreational and 
educational activities at the daily center.
Our branch in France, Valentina France organizes 
support actions to make visible  the association 
through events for the general public.

Social Assistance University 
80 student volunteers who take turns 
working throughout the year with the 
children of the day center.

Employees of partner companies as part of the CSR 
program: 
As part of a corporate social responsibility program, 
we collaborate with AUTONOM, CORA, TELUS, 
DECATHLON, IBM, KPMG…
Volunteers initiate activities with children in the form 
of workshops or accompany cultural outings.
A program that we want to develop sustainably.

THE VOLUNTEERS
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FINANCIAL REPORT

The financial accounts as at 31st December 2019 have been reviewed by APEX TEAM 
INTERNATIONAL, certified accountants in charge of registering them with the tax office.

They are summarised in 2 tables below:
(1) Main figures from the certified balance of accounts
(2) Expenses by programmes and resources by main origins
 (figures in EURO are for memory, at the rate 1 € = 4.65 Lei in 2018 and 2019).

Note: this concerns exclusively Valentina-Romania! For memory, the French association Valentina 
is a separate entity, whose only activity is to collect funds in France, all intended for Valentina –
Romania.
Valentina-Romania is “liquid”: its fixed assets are of little value and fully amortized. Its own funds 
are made of annual excess accumulated from the origin. Actually these own funds amount to less 
than one year’ budgeted expenses. 

The association shows stable accounts for the last 3 years, in spite of contrasted evolutions 
which are explained further below; on the side of expenses, the main change is the termination of 
the sewing workshop in July 2019.

(1) Main figures from the certified balance of accounts

(2) Expenses by programmes and resources by main origins
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Comment on expenses

Breakdown by programmes (see below):

The main objective of Valentina-Romania is assisting children of destitute families to progress 
at school and grow up. Thus the programmes “Kindergarten” and “Day-centre” (for children in 
primary school or college) make the most part of expenses (after pro-rating common charges).  

About “Help to parents”:

All donations in kind (with financial voucher or receipt) are accounted for in Help to parents, even 
though a part is distributed straight to the children.

They are un-directly beneficial to the children: improved housing conditions, better image of their 
parents when working or willing to.
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By main types of expenses

Fundamentally, children’s education is adults’ time + various “feeds”:

Manpower expenses:
The salaried staff includes the executive manager, 2 social workers, 2 educationists, one 
administrative assistant and one household worker.

Their wages as a whole increased substantially in 2018 compared to 2017 but remained constant 
at 300 000 Lei in 2018 and 2019 because of vacancies and one leave for birth. A strong increase 
is anticipated in 2020.

Along the salaried staff, there are 2 persons on contract: a psychologist (whose long experience 
with Valentina is highly appreciated) and, since 2019, a specialist for dyslexia.

Meals include those served in kindergarten canteens to “our” children and charged according to 
actual presence (14 lei per meal in average), and those served in the day-centre (external catering 
service at 11 Lei per meal). For reasons sometimes beyond our control, the children may not come 
for their meal. Otherwise, the meals item would be higher.

“Other” reflect the variety of the educative supports in addition to assistance to homework: i.e. on 
hygiene, sport, culture, social relations and vocational preparation.

The operating cost of the day-centre (CJ) – which includes outsourced administrative services – 
remains under control.
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Comment on resources:

The association does not invoice any sort of service and does not receive any recurrent operational 
subsidy. Thus, its resources are exclusively of private origin, obtained by way of permanent 
fundraising actions and solicitations.

Whilst expenses are for a large part of recurrent nature, resources are uncertain and non concomitant 
(there is often a delay between the promise and the actual transfer of funds; regularly donations 
are credited in the last days of the year and must be reported to the next year). However, through a 
strict control of its charges, the association managed to be in slight excess year after year, which 
has built up in a cash advance for nearly one year’ operating expenses. 

Throughout years, the association has succeeded in diversifying its fundraising actions and 
its donors: although the figures above look similar in 2018 and 2019, it is relatively recent that 
resources coming from Romania and more specifically from Romanian enterprises make a major 
part.

Over 30 firms support the association, some of them very substantially, by way, or combination 
of ways, of tax deductible donations, or in kind, or in staff time, or specific subsidy (e.g. for the 
summer camp). Their names are in the list of our regular sponsors below.

We are also supported by foundations: industrial foundations (such as TOTAL in 2019), 
philanthropic or religious (such as KINDERMISSIONSWERK). We do include VALENTINA FRANCE 
in this category: donations collected in France in the past years come in almost equal parts from 
SOCIETE de SAINT VINCENT de PAUL (which V. F. is in the orbit of) and individuals. V. F. is part 
of the “piloting” committee of VALENTINA-ROMANIA and endeavours to provide, out of modest 
financial reserves, a regular periodical financial contribution. 

It looks like a lesser part of resources would come from the individuals, despite numerous 
solicitations. In fact, the social link between the association and donors of all types rests on them: 
they are the ones who communicate for us.
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As underlined above, the geographic origin of the association’s resources looks Romanian over 
50 %, for several years in the past. This is due to enterprises, of which quite a number are in fact 
Romanian subsidiaries of French groups. In other words, the French community still is the main 
support to the association. However, donations do come also punctually from other countries 
(United States, Germany, Switzerland, etc) and are meaningful in amount as in image. Let us add 
another nuance to this geographical analysis: in Romania like elsewhere, a symbiosis among 
decision-makers of all nationalities is in progress. 

Concluding on the financial figures for the year 2019, the association has managed to keep a 
balancing act between expenses and resources through rigor on one hand and conviction power 
toward its various donors on the other hand. Whilst the financial situation is sound for the time 
being, it remains precarious on term. At the time this report is written, the sanitary crisis affecting 
the world leads to foresee very serious financial consequences. Since education is by nature a 
project for medium term, it requires much confidence in the future, which is served only for a part 
by financial reserves.
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OUR SPONSORS
Nos sponsors  
 

   31
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HOW TO HELP US

Make a donation to the association in order 
to support our actions: participate to the 
education and the school fees (cantina, meal 
at the daily center; school supplies), fund 
material of housing rehabilitation. 

If you work in Romania, you can redirect 3,5% 
of your revenues taxes to our association.

Become a sponsor of Valentina România!

If your head office is in Romania, you can give, 
without any charges, 20 % of your taxes on 
benefits to the association of your choice.

Support us with financial donations, 
sponsoring actions or material donations.
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CONTACT

asociatia@valentina-romania.ro
gabriela.gheorghe@valentina-romania.ro
www.valentina-romania.ro/fr

Asociatia Valentina Romania
4 Dârste Street, district 5, Bucharest
tel/fax +40 21 335 19 19

asociatia valentina romania
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